Abstract
Introduction 1
Mosaic Construction is an active area of research in computer vision and it has various applications such as satellite photographs, video surveillance, stabilization, compression, virtual environments, virtual travels and 3D world scene medical imaging [1, 2] .
Numerous techniques have been approved for image mosaicing which can be classified broadly into: direct methods [3, 4] and feature-based methods [5, 6] . Direct methods use information of all pixels and discover parameter set through an iterative process to minimize the sum of squared difference (SSD). However, these methods require good initial values for the parameters of the transform. If they are not corresponding to 1 The work presented in this paper was sponsored by the Foundation of National Laboratory of Pattern Recognition and National Natural Science Foundation of China (60172037) physical movements of the camera, it is very difficult to evaluate these parameters value [7] . On the other hand, feature-based methods have a common difficulty in acquiring and tracking of image features. Therefore, many researchers have paid much attention to how get good features and track more accurately.
In this paper, we care for the feature-based methods for video mosaic construction. Here we do not specify how to select and track feature points. The problem we address in this paper comes from two aspects:
(1) Since a video contains significant redundancy, so that not all frams are required to create a mosaic. In order to meet the real time demand in many systems, only some key images are selected to create a mosaic. So how to decide these key images automatically is an important problem.
(2) Feature-based methods always have the assumption that the corresponding points are tracked correctly enough, however, if error corresponding points appearance, or the tracking result is not very precise, it will deeply influence the performance of mosaic. Furthermore, given that all correspondences are correct enough, choose different pairs of feature points may result in different accurate of mosaic. So how to choose the most suitable pairs of feature points is also a problem.
To solve the problems above, a two level automatic feature points management method for video mosaic is presented to select key frames and points for final mosaic. A unique character of this method is that it achieves highly accurate results automatically.
The remainder is organized as follows. Section 2 presents an outline of the algorithm. Section 3 describes the automated feature points management in details, including quantity management and quality management. Various experimental results are presented in Section 4 to illustrate the performance of the feature points management method.
Outline of the proposed algorithm
The video mosaicing algorithm consists of five parts (shown in Figure 1 ): (1) initialization (2) feature points tracking (3) feature points management (4) image mosaicing, and (5) feature points reselection. Two modules are included in part three: feature points quantity management and feature points quality management. In the first module, by estimating the number of tracked feature points and the ratio of lost information of the mosaic image, the key frames are selected. Then, in the second module, quantity based rules will be designed to choose the key points for mosaicing. In part four many mosaicing models can be chosen according to various conditions. At last, in part five, new feature points are reselected from the current key frame for further feature points tracking.
Automated Feature Points Management

Initialization and feature points tracking
First, we select N feature points on the initial frame ) (k F of the video to get the feature points vector
contains the position of the ith feature point which defined as } ,
is taken as the current reference frame f F Re . Second, in part two, a points tracking method mentioned in [3] are used here.
After λ frames, the state vector of the feature points at
The state vector )
is send to the third part and be managed to search the key frames for mosaicing.
Quantity Management
This section will describe the feature points quantity management in detail. The main purpose of this module is to search key frames from the original input video for video frames are typically 30 fps and contains significant redundancy.
In order to select good key frames, several factors have to be considered. Firstly, enough pairs of feature points must be preserved to make sure of the precision and accuracy of mosaic result; Secondly, the overlapping area between relative key frames should be large enough to avoid the lost of scene information.
Fig 1. The block diagram of the algorithm
So in this paper, we design two parameters to define good key frames: tracked points number and ratio of lost information.
As described in section 3.1, we take the ) (k F as the current reference image f F Re , and keep on tracking the feature points vector
M is started from N, and with the frame interval enhance, it will decrease to an threshold which can be designed beforehand. In this paper, we consider this threshold 1 TH as fifty percent of the initial number N. That means, when M decreased to a relatively low level, we think that these two frames ) k ( F and ) k ( λ + F include enough different information and would be the key frames for mosaicing.
Furthermore, considering that if some strong feature points exist and they are almost matched very well during many frames. The situation above will be very are very large and lost too much information between these two images. Therefore, in order to ensure key frames remain enough information, we give an upper limitation 2 TH for the frame interval. If the frame interval between the two key frames is larger than 2 TH , we should select these two frames as the key frames even if the M is higher than 1 TH . In this paper, we also proposed a general idea to identify the upper limitation 2 TH in different situations. That is the overlapping area between two key frames should remain enough information for this scene; meanwhile the lost information must be smaller than a limit. Given there are some successive frames from a video: (5) is designed to realize this idea. Therefore, the quality management module can be described as following: tracking initially N points selected on ) (k 
Quality Management
As the 3.2 section chooses the key frames and corresponding tracked feature pairs above, father, to ensure the accuracy of the final mosaic result, some evaluation methods are used here to find the key points instead of randomly selection.
In this subsection, we present a coarse-to-fine method which includes two steps to select the key points: (1) feature points quality based key point subset creation, and (2) multi-resolution based key points selection.
(1) First we create a subset points based on the feature points quality Q and the distance D between two key points. The subset feature points C f which include H pairs meet the conditions that both Q and D are large enough. According to these two limitations we obtain the key point subset which includes those high quality and large distance feature points.
(2) Second we search the most suitable key points in C f under the multi-resolution frame. As suppose above that all the frames are captured on the same plane, so we adopt the affine transform model for mosaicing, and two pairs of key points are needed. (6) where W is the sum number of pixels. Therefore, )) 
Mosaicing and Feature Point Reselection
Experiment Results
The technique for solving the automated video mosaicing problem has been tested with various sets of images. The video images are captured by Sony EVI-D100 at 25fps for the image size of 320x240 (24 bits per pixel). The algorithm is tested with complex outdoor video sequences and achieves satisfied results. The follows represent the results. 
Conclusion
An automatic feature points management for video mosaic construction algorithm has been proposed. By analyzing the quantity and quality of feature points, the key frames and the most efficient and effective feature points can be selected automatically to get the large view mosaic image for many applications such as surveillance etc. 
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